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Assam has a long history in dance and art, as
indicated by copper plate writings and art from
the Shaivism and Shaktism traditions. Singing
and musical traditions have also been traced back
to the Assamese chorus singing tradition for the
Hindu epics Ramayana and
Mahabharata.Sattriya, a 500-year-old dance
form, is an Indian Classical dance that comes
from the Vaishnavite monasteries of
Assam.Sattriya is an Indian classical dance with
origins in ancient theatre and music literature,
notably Bharata Muni’s Natya stra. The earliest
comprehensive collection is dated between 200
BCE and 200 CE. However, estimates range from
500 BCE to 500 CE.

Sankaradeva of the 15th century is credited for organising the dance utilising ancient
scriptures and introducing drama and expressive dancing (nritta and nritya) as a kind of
community religious art for emotional devotion to Krishna.Sattriya Nritya emerged from the
temple in the second half of the nineteenth century. This kind of dancing started in
monasteries before reaching the metropolitan stage. The Sattras maintained severe
deprivations and devotion within their confines until the first decade of the nineteenth
century. Male dancers alone conduct this dance in a highly committed and spiritual manner.
Many reasons may have attributed to Sattriya Nritya’s delayed acceptance and recognition.
One of the main benefits of following the rules of the sattras has been the capacity to
preserve its original form and distinct style.Sattriya became famous and well-known after the
Sangeet Natak Akademi was classified as one of India’s traditional dance genres.
Mahapurush Srimanta Sankardev who is credited with developing Sattriya dance into its
present form to accompany performances of plays used for religious teaching,was a saint,
scholar, playwright, social and religious reformer is a colossal figure in the cultural and
religious history of Assam. He was destined to play a significant role in preaching to
humanity and protecting human religion. ‘Ek Sarania Nam Dharma’ preached by him believed
in the worship of Lord Vishnu. Mahapurush Srimanta Sankardev was a great scholar and
literacy
genius. His significant literacy creations are the ‘Kirtan Ghosa’, ‘Gunamala’ etc. The holy
songs
written by him are known as ‘Borgeet’. The dramas written by him are known as ‘Ankia Naat.’
and Sattriya Dance at that time was a part of it. In the ‘Ankiya Naats’ Srimanta Sankardev
used the style of storytelling through drama, mostly depicting the life of Lord Krishna and
Lord Rama. The first dramatical work by him was ‘Chihnajatra’. The various ‘Ankia Naats’
written by him are ‘Kaliya Daman’, Patni Prasad’, ‘Keli Gopal’, ‘Rukmini Haran’, ‘Parijat
Haran’ and ‘Rambijay’ naat.

SATTRIYA NRITYA
A  C L A S S I C A L  D A N C E  O F  A S S A M  



When he started going to school at the age of twelve,
he wrote a poem in the praise of Lord Vishnu
–‘Karatala Kamala Kamala Dala Nayana’ without
using any vowels as he had learned only the
consonants till that time.

Sattriya Dances’ essential position differs from all
other classical dances in India. Males adopt
the Purush Pak position during the dance, while
girls use the Prakriti Pak posture. The dance
honours several legendary creatures. They do
complicated dances and steps, and several vocalists
write sections of the songs. ‘Borgeet,’ Assamese
traditional music, is played during these dances.
Sattriya dances like Ankiya Bhaona and Ojapali,
where the lead vocalist performs while singing, are
known as ‘abhinaya,’ or the art of telling stories. The
chadar, dhoti, and Paguri are male costumes
(turban). The female costumes include the chadar,
Ghuri, and Kanchi (waist cloth). The most renowned
saree used in the Sattriya dance is the Pat Silk saree
(also known as Paat), which depicts the locality via
its vivid themes and decorations. The dancing attire
incorporates traditional Assamese jewellery
manufactured in Kesa Sun using a unique process
(raw gold). Dancers wear MuthiKharu and Gam
Kharu (bracelets) and Kopali on the forehead.
Sattriya, a living tradition, is a ceremonial art
conducted by monks in Assamese kirtan ghars
(prayer halls). For decades, the dance was kept
within the gates of monasteries as a sacrifice to
Krishna. Until recently, women had little access to
it. The dance now exists in both masculine and
female bodies, taking its proper place. The Sattra
culture, folk tales, and the guru-shishya parampara
ensured the survival of this dance form. In today’s
fast-paced world, digital technology and social
media will enable dance groups to reach a bigger
audience in a shorter period, whether through
performances, instruction, or research.

By Jupitora Das, Dance Captain



Dramatics is the totality of the study and practice of the theatrical arts. It
encompasses various elements such as acting, directing, playwriting, stagecraft, and

design to create a cohesive theatrical experience for the audience. Drama as we know
it began in ancient Greece. Aeschylus, a playwright, invented what we now call drama

when he wrote a play that featured two actors and a chorus, who symbolized the
ordinary people or sometimes the gods. The earliest form of Indian drama was Sanskrit
drama. Between the 1st century AD and the 10th, there was a period of relative peace

in the history of India, during which hundreds of plays were written. Oscar Wilde
regards the theatre as the greatest of all art forms and the most immediate way in
which a human being can share with another the sense of what it is to be a human

being. Drama has the power to evoke emotions, provoke thoughts, and create a lasting
impact on its viewers. It is a medium that can be used to reflect on society, culture,

and the human condition in an entertaining and enlightening way. While
various methods exist to express oneself creatively, doing so through drama and

play is the most nuanced and complex. Furthermore, drama provides a safe
space for individuals to explore different emotions and perspectives, which can

increase empathy and understanding of others.

DRAMATICS



It also fosters creativity and critical
thinking skills as actors must analyze
characters and situations to effectively
portray them on stage. It provides room for
endless experimentation. It helps one to
move beyond the rigid constraints of
textbook chapters and widen the scope of
learning. Drama and play in education will
make the learning process interesting and
will enhance the creativity of students.
Moreover, it can also foster collaboration
and communication skills among students as
they work together to create and perform
their own plays. Self-expression through
enactments can help someone feel more
confident.  It is a powerful tool for
expressing the feelings and thoughts of an
introverted person. It also helps one
develop a sense of self-worth. It is a
process that draws one closer to and more
at ease with their true self. It succeeds in
achieving the key objectives of the best
personality development school. Through
this process, individuals can learn to better
understand their emotions and thoughts,
which can lead to improved communication
and relationships with others. This is why
creative expression is often emphasized in
various types of personal growth programs.
Taking risks in class and performing for an
audience teach students to trust their ideas
and abilities. The confidence gained in
drama applies to school, career, and life.
Drama enhances verbal and nonverbal
expressions of ideas. It improves voice
projection, articulation of words, fluency
with language, and persuasive speech.
Listening and observation skills develop by
playing drama games, being in an
audience, rehearsing, and performing.
Damatics is also a form of entertainment
that can be enjoyed by all people,
regardless of age, culture, or class. Drama
brings play, humour, and laughter to
learning; this improves motivation and
reduces stress.

By Divyana Lahan, Dramatics Captain



Music is the language of our soul. As humans, living through everyday stresses, as well as deeper
life struggles, can have a degenerative effect on our minds, bodies and spirits. This degeneration
appears in myriad forms – as maladies of the body, as emotional upheaval and as spiritual unrest.
Nature, on the other hand, is innately regenerative. So, it  is no surprise that things that are
intricately linked to nature and creation seem to have a profoundly healing effect, l ike a beautiful
sunrise or a cool breeze, and of course, music!
Indian classical music has been defined into many ‘Ragas’ based on ‘Melas or Thatas’.  Melas can
be of 12 types and each of them will contain 7 swaras Sa- Ni with different permutations and
combinations of ‘Shuddha’ and ‘Komal’ swaras. Mela or Thata is not sung instead Ragas based on
these Thatas/ Melas are  sung. If you practice the Ragas in every different form every morning,
you definitely will be able to ace the art of singing Indian classical music. 
.

After you have aced the Ragas, you move on to 'Harkatein' which is basically the different ways of
singing or you can say modulations in your voice while singing. You necessarily need Harkatein in
your sngs while singing, especially to stand out, otherwise, your song might sound very plain. 
Another very important thing to keep in your mind while singing is that you have to clearly express
your emotions as classical music is also a form of expressing your emotions which cannot be said
normally. The effects of Indian classical music are not limited to those initiated into it .  For
instance, I witnessed a bystander at a concert who left abruptly, erupting into tears as she found
herself overcome by the powerful emotions that a raaga evoked in her. She came back feeling happy
and uplifted.
By Awanya Jasrasaria, Indian Choir Captain



THE
WESTERN

CHOIRThe western choir in The Assam Valley
School has evolved into an activity that
allows students to join in not only singing,
but also learning the art of performing,
working together, building social skil ls,
creating friendships, and learning to
appreciate music as a form of art.
The choir, being a group activity, helps
students build a strong sense of
cohesion, collaboration, and oneness in
between all the vocal runs and laughter
echoing through the music school halls.
Being a member of the choir also allows
singers to express their creativity and
create sounds capable of uniting the
school when we rise to sing in our
assemblies. 

The choir's schedule was jam-packed with
events in December 2022, making it a
demanding month. On December 9, 2022,
the Western and Indian choirs attended
the Tezpur University Function, which
was organized by the Tezpur Academy
of Literature and Education. The
function provided participating students
with opportunities to enhance their
talents. The month also saw the much
anticipated Christmas Carol, Christmas
choir, and Graduation Choir, held
consecutively on the 15th, 16th, and 17th
of December. 
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The main Western choral team currently includes over 25 members,
comprising all voices. The choir includes basses, tenors, altos, and

sopranos ranging from singers as young as students from 5th grade to
the senior most of the school.

The choir holds regular practice sessions in the school’s Music Rooms.
These practice sessions encourage students to step out of their comfort
zone and participate in the groups’ activities. The student improves their

social skil ls within the choir, while also improving their cultural skil ls. 
With collective effort from the members of the choir, the choir captains
and masters and mistresses in charge of the activity who came before

us, the quality of the choir has grown significantly and hopefully wil l
continue to do so as it gains more interest, encourages and influences

musicians to seek out their skil ls and creates such an impact that
increases the cultural l ife of the school.

Music is ingrained in every part of our life, it tells our stories and the
choir is the story teller.  Students learn to hone and open the pandora’s

box of talents they have in them.  
The Western Choir of our school serves as a perfect medium for all

these students, a solace for music and her musicians. 

  BY Ansala Phurailatpam, Western Choir Captain
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India has a vibrant cultural history. We have a rich cultural heritage that includes
dance. It is as diverse as the actual landscape. It has an underlying unification that

draws the nation's citizens together. India's dances are a legacy of a long-gone culture.
India has had a continuous heritage of dance for more than 2000 years. Its subjects

are drawn from classical literature, mythology, and legend. In India, there are
primarily two types of dance: - Folk dance and classical dance. They involve the entire
body, not just the movement of the legs and arms. Dance is a series of movements and

steps that match the speed and rhythm of music. It is an artistic accompanied by
gestures and expressions which explain the theme contained in the music. One can dance

alone or with a partner or in a group. Rhythm and movements are basic to dance.

Indian dances are famous all over the world. They have changed little through all
these centuries and the dancers perform their dance recitals according to the

traditional precepts enshrined in Bharata's Natyashasta. There are said to be 180
styles of dancing, and 101 of these are described in the Natyashastra. Many of these

dance styles can be seen depicted on the walls and pillars of some of the famous Indian
Temples. Music, dance and drama have been an integral part of Indian religion and

secular life. Indian dances are not just movement of legs and limbs but of the whole
body and soul. They are highly developed and stylized and so have changed little in

technique. They strictly adhere to the principles and rules laid down by Bharat Muni' s
Natyashastra, they along with variegated folk forms, present a panoramic and

spectacular view of splendid and continuous dance tradition in India. Their history,
sprawling from the pre-historic antiquity down to our own days, makes a fascinating

reading. While dancing rasa is conveyed through bhava and abhinaya. Most of the
classical dances were first conceived and nurtured in the temples. They attained their
full stature there. Classical dance forms are based on ancient dance discipline. They

have rigid rules of presentation.

INDIANINDIANINDIAN
CULTURECULTURECULTURE



Bharatnatyam has derived its roots from Tamil Nadu. It
has developed into an all India form. This dance is

associated with Lord Shiva. Kathakali is a dance form of
Kerala. The theme for the dance is drawn either from the

Ramayana the Mahabharata the Puranas or the Vedas.
Manipuri is a delicate lyrical style of dance of Manipur.

It is based on the romance of the divine Krishna and
Radha. Kathak is a major classical dance form of North

India. This forks dance is revitalized as a result of
Mughal influence on Indian culture. Odissi a dance form

of Orissa was once practiced as temple dances. Only
dedanses could perform this dance in front of lord

Jagannath. Sattriya, it is a dance form that is more than
500 years old and comes from the Vaishnavite

monasteries of Assam northeast India. Today it has
developed into an all Indian form.

Folk dance is a traditional dance of the common people
of a region. Indian folk dances have relatively greater
free play expression of feelings emotions and sentiments
than classical forms. The theme is connected with the

performer life daily activities and the environment. The
theme is also derived from nature in its various moods

and seasons. Folk dances imbibe new influence and at the
same maintain tradition and continuity.

The folk dances of India are mostly motivated by the
festive spirit, whereas the classical dances of India
typically have a spiritual theme. Dances provide a

coherent way for people to express their emotions. These
dances are a valuable contribution to India's cultural

legacy in addition to being the sole preserve of a
particular community. The sangeet natak academy and

other educational and cultural institutions are
responsible for the popularity of both classical and folk

dances today. The Sangeet Natak Academy supports
cultural institutes financially. Additionally, it mentions
fellowships for academics, artists, and teachers. This is

done to encourage in-depth research and training in
various dance and music styles.

By Diksha Baruah, Cultural Captain
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